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SUMMARY
The program of parametric rotor fragment containment experimentation
being reported was developed and conducted by the Naval Air Propulsion
Center (NAPC) under National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
sponsorship. 4The program objective is to develop guidelines for the
design of optimum weight containment rings for turbine engine rotor
fragments.
Rotor/disk and blade containment experiments were conducted using
strain gage instrumented containment rings. The tests were conducted
to study, by means of high-speed photography and strain measurements,h l the interaction that takes place betwee- the rotor fragments and con-
tainment ring during the containment process. The recorded information
was supplied-to--the-Aeroelastic- -Structures Research Laboratory of the
-Massachusetts Institute of Technology for use in the TEJ-2 or CIVM JET-4B
computer programs which are being developed for use in the optimum design
of containment/deflection devices.
The characterization of blade and rotor fragment behavior and
containment ring response was made possible by photographing blades and
rotors intentionally modified to fail at their design operating speed.
INTRODUCTION
The Rotor Fragment Protection Program (RFPP) is sponsored by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and conducted by
the Naval Air Propulsion Center (NAPO) in conjunction with the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT). The objective of the program is to develop
guidelines for the design of light weight devices that will protect air-
craft and thei: passengers from fragments generated by failed gas turbine
engine rotating components.
-2' Previous reports published by the NAPC, which document the progress
of this program and present parametric test results, are listed as
references 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.
This report presents the results of experiments conducted by the
NAPC on instrumented containment rings in order to obtain displacement
and strain information during fragment/containment ring interaction. The
experiments were conducted to assist MIT in their research efforts to
analytically predict the permanent deflection and the elastic-plastic
transient responses of containtment devices upon fragment impact. The
strain data and high speed film obtaihed from the experiments conducted
in the Rotor Spin Facility of the NAPC were supplied to the Aeroelastic
and Structures Research Laboratory (ASRL) of MIT.
The containment ring transient and permanent strains recorded from
test 201 and presented in this report are considered to be typical of
the strains and responses that could be expected when the containment
ilng succeeds in containing the fragments.
4!
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CONCLUSIONS
1. Through the use of high-speed photography, a successful characterization
of fragment behavior and containment ring response during a typical
3-fragment containment event can be made.
2. Gross deformation of the ring begins after the blades have deformed and
the undeformable disk sector impacts the ring. The blades therefore cause
very little deformation of the ring.
OBJECTIVE
The blade and rotor fratment containment tests were conducted to:
Study the blade/rotor and ring interactions and deformations during
the containment process.
Record (by high-speed photography) and measure the ring displacements
with respect to time.
Record and measure the transient and permanent strains encountered by
the containment rings during and as a result of this containment process.
Provide MIT with the recorded data for use in their TEJ-2 (references
7 and 8) and CIVM JET-4B (reference 9) computer programs, which estimate
the force-time characteristics of ring and fragments during the containment
process.
MET'+.,D OF TEST
The test results presented in this report were obtained using basically
the same equipment and techniques described in references 3 and 4. Figure 1
shows a typical setup. Basically, the test procedure is as follows:
The test rotor, modified to fail and produce particular shaped fragments
at a specified speed, is connected to the air-drive turbine by an arbor.
The containment ring under test is freely suspended by guidewires and is
concentrically positioned around the test rotor. The axial mid section of
the ring is positioned to coincide with test rotor's plane of rotation. The
photo-triggering strip is fixed to the inner diameter of the containment
ring in the rotor plane of rotation and is connected to the flash circuitry.
A photographic mirror (front surface) is positioned at a 45 degree angle to
the optical axis of the high-speed camera for full plane action coverage
beneath the rotor. The spin chamber is evacuated to 10 mm Hg pressure in
order to reduce the aerodynamic drag on the test rotor and thus the power
required to accelerate the rotor to its failure speed. In order to record
the fragment/containment ring interactions on film: the spin chamber is
completely dark; the rotating drum type camera is accelerated to the desired
framing rate with the camera capping shutter open; the test rotor or trazuent
generator is accelerated to the desired failure speed; when the fragment is
released and makes contact with the inner surface of the containment ring,
7 the trigger circuit is activated which flashes the lightf thus capturing the
event on film.
2
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The containment rings were instrumented with strain gages to measure
the transient and permanent strains produced by fragment impact. The
gages were attached to the ring at various circumferential locations on
the ring axial center line using M.-bond AE-15 adhesIve (see Appendix A-9).
DESCRIPTION OF EXPLORATORY EXPERIMENTS
Table I lists the rotor/disk and blade containment experiments that
were conducted with instrumented containment rings; it also describes the
materials used And conditions of each experiment. The experiments were
conducted to characterize the containment ring dynamics and deformations
involved in the containment of blade and rotor fragments at failure.
In the rotor fragment containment experiments, GE-T58 engine power
turbine rotors (full-bladed) were modified to fail at design operating
speed into three equal pie-shaped fragments and impact instrumented contain-
ment rings which were centrifugally cast from 4130 steel.
In the blade fragment containment experiments, blades from GE-T58
engine power turbine rotors were modified to fail at design speed and
impact instrumented containment rings made from 6061 (T6) and 2024. (T4)
aluminum. These ring materials were selected because of their well known
mechanical properties at high rates of strain. The blade fragment experiments
reported herein were generated by single blade release. Single blade releasc
is accomplished by properly notching a blade causing it to fail at the rotor's
design operating speed.
Two types of blade containment experiments were conducted:
Single blade burst in which only one blade is mounted on a rotor disk
and is modified to fail and produce a blade fragment.
Single blace bursts in which one blade in a fully bladed rotor is
modified to fail.
The purpose of those experiments in which one blade in a fully bladed
rotor was modified Lo fail was to dcfine the interactions between the
failed blade fragment and the remaining unfailed blades and subsequently
to compare the results with those of the isolated blade experiments to
determine what effect these interactions have on the containment process.
The containment process was recorded by high-speed photography to provide
the measurement of the ring and fragment displacements with respect to
time. These data wre used by MIT in their TEJ-2 computer program to obtain
estimates of the force-time characteristics of the blade during the containment
process. References 7 and 8 contain details of the TEJ-2 computer program.
Results of representative blade-fragment containment experiments are
fully documented in reference 2. High-speed photography, used tc"characterize
Ii. 312. - ________fully___
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the blade interactions during single bl;ide failure in a fully bladed rotor,
revealed that the remaining blades on the rotor impart added momentum to the
failed blade thereby increasing 4ts destructive potential. Although the contain-
ment rings used for the blade containment and disk containment tests were instru-
mented with strain gages, (as listed in table ') the technique to acquire
accurate data from the gages was not fully developed until test 201, therefore,
Stheir absolute values are of no significance.
DESCRIPTION AND DISCUSSION OF TEST 201
The techniques that were developed and the data analysed as a result of
conducting the preliminary experiments were used to acquire better quality
strain data and high speed photos in test 201. A trigger system was developed
to activate the photo lighting system upon fragment release in order to pro-
vide a sequence of pictures prior to impact. The system consists of a continuous
grounded circuit, which is maintained along a copper wire via a slip ring assembly
to the photo lighting unit. A metalic contact pin, to which the copper wire is
attached, maintains positive contact with tne rotor bore until (lighting duration
2.7 millisec). A schematic of the trigger system is contained on page A-8.
Figures 2 & 3 are representative samples of the sequential photos that were
obtained when recording the rotor fragment/ring interactions on high speed film.
The permanent gross deformation experienced by the ring as a result of contain-
ment is shown in figure 4. The formation of three lobes on the ring are typical
of a three fragment containment. The white dots shown painted on the ring's edge
are trammel points used to measure, with the use of high-speed film, the transient
displacements of the ring with respect to time.
An impact trigger, which was used in preliminary experiments to activate
the lighting system, was used in test 201 to: (1) activate two oscilliscopes
(single sweep), each of which recorded strain data from 2 gages; (2) indicate
impact on FM tape in order to provide a zero time reference for all 10 strain
measurements recorded on the FM tape. Strain gage locations and recording
channel numbers are contained on pages A-9 and A-10.
The impact trigger consists of two parallel strips of electrically conductive
foil tape attached to the inside surface of the containment ring. Upon impact,
contact is made between the foil ztrips, thus completing the circuit. A circuit
diagram and technical explanation of the system's operation are contained in
appendix A. Pertinent pre- and post-test data acquired for test 201 are contained
in appendix B.
A The transient strain data recorded on FM tape is presented graphically in
appendix C. The data w s reproduced by playing the data stored on FM tape through
{ a Biomation Model 1015 Waveform Recorder to an x-y plotter. This systen provided
resolution of the data that was not attainable from the oscilloscopes ai l there-
fore the scopes were only used as an assurance that the transient strains were
being transmitted by the gages and recorded on the tape.
Fotr of the 10 strain gages survived the entire test. The permanent strains
recorded from the four surviving gages (mass point locations 9, 13, 33 and 37) are
presented in tabular form on page A-9. The maximum permanent strain recorded was
33,093/ E in compression (see pages A-9 and A-10).
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APPENDIX A
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EXPLA&NATION OF OPERATION
FOR
IMPACT TRIGGER AND STRAIN INSTRUMENTATION
AND
MEASURING SYSTEMS
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EXPLANATION OF OPERATION OF IMPACT TRIGGER
The impact trigger used at NAPC for rotor failure tests is a transistor-
transistor logic (TTL) circuit. All logic chips are of the 74 series
designed for high-speed, general-purpose digital applicao. _drawing
of the circuit is provided on page A-6.
Prior to running, Z3 is cleared by depressing switch S2. To check the
circuit switch, Sl is depressed. The Q output of Z3 should go from logical
zero to logical one. On the output of Z4, a 70 microsecond pulse should be
seen.
If the circuit checks good, depress switch S2 tgain, the Q output of
Z3 should return to logical zero. The circuit is now ready to sense impact.
The trigger grid, located on the inside surface of the containment ring,
consists of two parellel strips of electrically conductive foil tape. One
- strip is connected to the shield of the coaxial cable; the other to the
center conductor. Upon impact, contact is made between the foil strips,
thus the input of Zl is grounded. The output of Xl, an inverter, becomes
logical one, causing the output of Z2 to become logical zero. A zero on
the preset of Z3 sets its Q output to logical one. The Q output of Z3 is
recorded on tape and also connected to the B input of Z4. A transition
from logical zero to logical one on the B input of Z4 causes the output of
Z4 to give a one-shot pulse. The external resistance and capacitance determine
the pulse duration. 10,000 ohms resistance and .01 microfarad capacitance
are selected values to give a 70 microsecond pulse width.
The pulse on the input of Z5 in turn is seen as a logical zero for
a 70 microsecond duration of the output. The logical zero, essentially
ground, parellels the 1000 ohm resistor with the one arm of the bridge circuit.
The result is a 70 microsecond signal at Vout.
The output of Z5 is open-collector transistor. During the 70 micro-
2' second pulse. the transistor is in a saturation. At other times it is in
cut-off. When the transistor is in cut-off, the 10,000 resistor is essentially
connected to an open circuit, thus it will have no effect on Vout.
Once the Q output of Z3 becomes logical one, it will remain at logical
one until switch 92 is depressed, thus what happens to the foil strip after
r", initial impact will not cause additional pulses at the output of Z4.
A-2
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UNCERTAINTY OF INITIAL IMPACT
We have assumed that initial impact of the ring and contact between
athe foil strips are coincidental events. Transmission time for the signal
to arrive at the input of the TTL circuit is less than 250 nanoseconds.
The propagation time of the circuitry is as follows:
ZI (low-to-high level output) 15 nanoseconds maximum
Z2 (hlgh-to-low level output) 15 nanoseconds maximum
Z3 (delay time to logical one from preset to output) 25 nanoseconds
maximum
Z4 (delay time to logical one from B input to Q output) 55 nanoseconds
maximum
Z5 (high-to-low level output) 23 nanoseconds maximum
The cumulative effect of these delay times introduces no more than a
300-nanosecond error between the strain gage channels and the output of the
impact circuit being recorded on tape. The signal superimposed on the
strain gage channels will not be delayed more than 4 nanoseconds through
the impact circuit.
To determine the propagation time through the signal conditioning
amplifiers, a signal was applied to the input of the amplifier and the time
delay between the input and output signal was noted. The time difference
between the two signals was determined to be less than two microseconds.
If the time base error of the tape heads is corrected for, the time
correlation between the impact channel and the strain channels should be
awithin 2.5 microseconds.
UNCERTAINTY OF TRANSIENT STRAIN LEVELS
Tmmediately prior to failure, a two-point system calibration is recorded
Ij on tape. One calibration is ambient indicating no strain. The other
point is a simulated strain obtained by placing a resistance in series with
the strain gage. The value of resistance is determined by the desired
calibration level and information provided by the strain gage manufacturer.
The resistance is within .1 ohm of the calculated value introducing less
than + .5% error of reading.
When the data is played back and plotted, the calibrations are used to
set up the proper span of the X-Y recorder.
A linearity error does exist when a strain gage is connected in a
bridge configuration and the strain gage resistance changes significantly.
This is shown mathematically below:
.... A-3
NAPC-PE-33 12 120A
V VV AVin B  09 ° 2 A R
Strain Gage
R
V0  = VA_ VB (120 +AR) Vn V
B 120 +R + 120 A
S( 120 ) v V
(120 + 120) in B
1/2 V V
in -B
SA -V B- (120 +AR)- 1/2
VA - Vn (240 +AR
-M '2(120 4-AR) - (240 +AR)
2(240 +AR)
Vo/Vi - AR
2 (240 +,&R)
One sees that as long asAR is neglibible compared to 240 ohms,
then the relationship between AR and V0/Vin is linear and the same follows
for V0/Vin and strain. The curve on page A-7 shows how the indicated
strain deviates from the actual strain when a two-point calibration is per-
formed with a AR of zero ohms and a AR of 19.6 ohms (80,000 microstrains).
This error can be corrected by use of the theoretical curve on page A-7.
The strain gSes are within + 0.5% of reading. The signal conditioning
amplifiers are within + 0.1% of full scale.
A-4
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The linearity of the tape recorder is within + 0.3% of full scale
deviation. The wavef6rm recorder is accurate to within + .1% of full scale.
For example, full scale is 80,000 microstrains (in most cases 60,000 mi.cro-
strains), the error is + 400OArc (.005 + .005) X (strain level) assuming
that the linearity error discussed above is corrected.
The worst case error would be at 30,000 microstrains in compression
where 3500 + 400 + 30,000 X .01 4300 microstrains is possible if no
corrections are made.
A-5
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TIqcjER SYSTEM
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CAlOiP.ATORY TEST SHEET IORA1,., NAPC-PE-33
TE? 0.
TC$ t I[ *IN~t R I AlitRSl C AYL
RUN NO. 201 PEPMANENT STRAIN DATA TEST 201
_ -'RE-TESI POST- EST f
MASS TAPE SCOPE GAGE CALIB. CALIB. GAGE PERM.1
POINT :HANNE1 RANNEI ,ESISTSTRAIN RESIST, RESIST STRAINI
NO. NO. NO. O010s 4E OHMS OHMS -I6
1 9 1 118.5, 60,000 14.5 PPEN
5 3 118.5 80000 19.3 OPEN --
9 4 - 118.1 60000 14.5 115.8 -9546
13 10 2 18.5 60000 14.5 110.7 -32266
17 5 - 118.7 80000 19.4 OPEN
21 6 - 118.6 60000 14.5 OPEN
25 11 3 118.5 50000 14.5 )PEN --
29 7 118.6 30000 19.4 )PEN
33 1 -118.6 50000 14.5 116.0 10746
-37 12 4 118.5 50000 14.5 1I0.5 -33093
GAGE DATA:
Ag (NOM) 120 OHMS
F (NOM) 2.04
T * EP-08-250AF-120
FOMULA: E : R 1
Rg F
RCL =RgF x4(
*Made by: Micro-Measurements, Division of Vishay
I Intertechnolo~v Inc .
N,,,V--N' . NO, mLA e A-9
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Mass
Point #37 (180')
Mass SCOPE CH. #4
TAPE CH.01
* Point 133 (1600) #12M-303E
EPERm - -1Q7464eE
Mass
Poinit
#f29 (1400) i;.w 64o
TAP CH. #7~~
Point Mas
SCOPE CH. #3 Mas
TAPE CH. #11 ~j S-COPE CH. 01
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -T A P E C L -4 9
Mass -/- -
Poit~ # Ms 5 (20)
TAPE: (,.i #Point0 TAPE CH. #3
Mass Point #17 (80')
TAPE CH. #5 Mass PoInt #13 (600)
SCOPE CH.~ #2
TATE~ CH. # 10EPER1F -322664
Mass Point#09 (40')
TAPE CUI. #4
CPERM -- 9546/4E
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APPENDIX B
ROTOR CONTAINMENT
TEST 201
ROTOR FRAGMENT AND CONTAINMENT RING
PRE AND POST TEST DATA
-. t
B-i
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'BU'T'.TORY TEST SHEEFT oo,
AN.GCEN.12 I PPP
TEST Of RING MEASUREMENTS TEST # 201
TEST CNOINrEA OUSZRDATE
TEST EOUIPMSNT
MASS MRING IASS RING MASS RING MASS RING INS'DE DI TER
POINT TH'K POINT TH'K POINT TH'K POCNT TH'K MASS O],OINT I
NO. IN. NO. IN. NO. IN. NO. IN. POINT 1 POINT IN
1 1(00) .612 24 .622 47 .628 70 .613 1 TO 37 15.050
# 113
2 .617 25 .622 48 .631 71 .612 5 . i 41 15.031
3 .618 26 .620 49 .633 72 .613 9 40 5.4 15.020
4 .621 27 .621 50 .638 11 UJ' 47 15,010
5 .2 28 .622 51 .639 13 70 49 15.000
6 .630 29 .621 52 .642 17 "0 53 14.986
7 .632 30 .619 53 .641 21 -0 57 14.987
8 .632 31 .618 .54 .641 25 '0 61 15.011
9 .633 32 .614 55(2700) .641 29 0 65 15.020
10 .631 33 .614 56. .639 31 0 67 15.035
1I .360 34 .615 57 .639 33 10 69 15.045
it 12 .628 35 .612 58 .635
* #2 13 .628 36 .613 59 .632 RING WT.= 12.83 LBS
* t#4K 14 .627 37(18,). 613 60 .631
15 .628 38 .611 61 .628 ROTOR WT.= 10.88
16 .627 39 .612 62 .627
17 .626 .610 16 .624 * DENC ES GAqES INS LLED
18 .632 "1 .612 641 .623 TO B AD THFOUGH SCOPES -
19(90 .630 42 .612 65 .621 R INDER ME TO BE READ
20 .629 43 .612 66 .617 THR GH TAE
21 .628 44 .615 67 .619
22 .628 45 .617 68 1 .614
4 23 .626 46 .621 69 .614
VNAVY- NPS 4N--PHI.A .PA. B-2
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Test No. 201
Date 24 APRIL 1975
Results
Description TRI-HUB FAILURE VS. STEEL RING
Objective
Rotor Used T-58
Containment Iied CYLINDRICAL RING
FRAGNMf GENEMRATOR
I i
Type Fragments PIE SECTOR
No. Fragments 3 ---
Fragment Weights lbs 3.627
Fragment Center of Yass uches j 2.7969
Failure Speed - . 19859
CONTAINIMNT DEVICE
Ipe RING
413 STEEL 'CAST)t
Radial Thickmess inches 0.6250
Axial Length inches
I.D. inches ! .000
We ight lbs 12.83
Support Mode --- TRI-WIRE
t
~~~ ...T~ ...  .
NAPC-PE-33
RUN NO. 201L
DATEE TE11 MARCH 1975 RUN DATE 24 APRIL 1975
CONTROL DEVICE
MAT'L. 4130 A CAST STEEL (ACIPCO 2 BILLET)
G EOM. CYLINDRICAL
I.D. 15.0 INCHES O.D. 16.250 INCHESDIMENSIONS t 0.625 INCHES AL 1.5 INCHES
SUSPENSION TRI-WIRE
,I INSTR. HIGH SPEED PHOTOS
MARKINGS 72 1/4 INCHED CODIT DOTS ON A BLACK BKGD.
WEIGHT 12.83 LBS
HARDNESS 332 BHN
MISC.
FRAGMENT GENERATOR
ORIGINAL USE T-58
I TYPE AXIAL FLOW
SMAT L. A-286
DIMENSIONS 14 INCHES O.D.
I RADIUS RATIO
C. NO. FRAGS"ENTS 3
FRAGMENT SHAPE PIE SECTOR
FRAGMENT WEIGHT 10.88 RPM
HARDNESS
DESIGN FAILURE SPEE 20000 RPM
CENfROIDAL DISTANCEi 2.797 INCHES
I MARKINGS
MISC. SEE SKETCH
-B-4
NAPC-PE-33
HIGH SPEED PHOTO SYSTI: I TEST NO. 201
CA\IERA MODEL 350 S/N 119
LENS SETTING
STOP SIZE 3/8 INCHES
CAMERA TO LID DIST.
FRAMING RATE 0
SPATIAL
FCD SURFACE TO LID DISTANCE
FRAG. GEN. SURFACE TO LID DISTANCE
LIGHTING __
DURATION 2.7 MILLISEC
LIGHT TO LID DIST. -
NO. LIGHTS 2
REFLECTOR CORDIN (NEW)
TRIGGER MODE OPEN CONTACT
TRIGGER GRID SHAFT BUTTON SWITCH
FILM:
TYPE KODAK TRV
DEVELOPMENT DK-50 6 MIN. @ 70°F
BELL & HOWELL/CEC FM TAPE
IMPACT STRAIN MEASURING SYSTEi REGORDER
BRIDGE POTENTIAL BL IWL/E MTP
TRIGGER MODE CLOSING CONT4CT
I~i 1
CHAN. NO. SENSITIVITY SWEEP RATE INTENSITY
2
2i ___ __ ___,____1 ._i i3
4 I
TRANSDUCER USED "
B-5
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RESULTS AND ANALYSES
VARIABLE/PARAIIET1.R VALUE UNITS
N Failure Speed 19859 PPMIVc Centro:ld Speed 5816.70 IPS
rVt Tip Speed 14359.39 UPS
6.KE Failure Energy 924357.914 IN-LB
M Failure Momentum 444.484 IN-LB-SEC
Wr Containment Ring Weight 12.83 LBSIKE/Wr =SUFE 72046.532 IN-LB/LB
I7
B-6
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A 0.5936
ROTOR WEGT:1.6 b
TYPGROTOINERTI5: 47.9r Tubine
pDISK BLADES
MATERIAL: A-286 SEL-15
PROPERTIES:
SU 157K Psi 136K Psi
SY 110K Psi 118K Psi
EU 12% 12%
HD 313 BHN 313 BHN
B-7 FIGURE 1
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FRAGMENT DATA - TEST 201
A. Fragment Mass: Pre-Test Post-Test
Fragment No. 1 3.627 lbs. 2.94 lbs.
Fragment No. 2 3.627 lbs. 2.07 lbs.
Fragment No. 3 3.627 lbs. 1.83 lbs.
B. Polar Moment of Inertia:
Fragment 1 54.9 lb-in 2  -
Fragment 2 54.9 lb-in2  -
Fragment 3 54.9 lb-in2  -
Total Rotoz Inertia 164.7 lb-in2  -
C. The CG Location of Each Fragment:
Fragment 1 2.80 in. 2.63 in.
Fragment 2 2.80 in. 2.03 in.
Fragment 3 2.80 in. 1.86 in.
1. +0.02 scatter for pre-test and post-test conditions.
2. All dimensions are from the shaft's axis.
D. CC Shift:D. X Axis y Axis 0 (deg)
Pre-Test Post-Test Pre-Test Poet-Test Pre-Test Post-Test
Fragment 1 0 0.41 0 0.20 0 8.90
- Fragment 2 0 0.06 0 0.77 0 1.78
Fragment 3 0 0.06 0 0.94 0 1.94
E. Refer to Figure 1 for dimensions of fragments.
F. The Kinetic energy imparted by the rotor in Test 201 was 924,357 in-lbs.
Therefore, the kinetic energy imparted by each fragment was 1/3 of the
total or a0O,119 ill-DS.
G. The ring used in Test 201 was manufactured from the Acipco 2 billet.
Stress vs strain measurement data from specimen tests are presented in
tabular form on page B-9 and B-10.
H. The background board in Test 201 was 2" behind the front face (with
dots) of the ring.
B-8
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RESULTS OF MECHANICA TEST
Material! Thickness of Cast Cylinder
Grade: 4130
Original
Form: Small Acipo II Casting
Specimen No. I Specimen No. 2Diameter of Specimen 
.505 
---- ei-o-. .505
Cross Sectional Area (in2) 0.20 0.20
*Yield Load (ibs) 18,000 19,000
Tensile Load (ibs) 21,750 23,000 (Max. Q
Failure)Elong. in 2" (in) 0.32 0.32
Yield Strength (Psi) 90,000 95,000
Tensile Strength (Psi) 108,750 115,000
% Elong. 2" 16.0 16.0
% Red. in Area 44.9 40.4
*0.2% Offset.
-ABULATED DATA
Specimen No. 1 Specimen No. 2Stress ( Strain (E A ) Stress (0r (Psi)) Strain E_ )
83,750 800 87,500 1500
87,500 1600 91,250 200090,000 2800 95,000 350091,875 4000 97,500 6000108,750 160,000 98,750 8000
115,000 160,000
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APPENDIX C
TEST 201
TRANSIENT STRAIN
vs
TIME TRACES REPRODUCED FROM FM TAPE
C-1
IIAPC-PE-33
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